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Mini Jellyfish  

Materials:

Size C (2.75) crochet hook
Matching yarn in 2 color tones
Stitch marker
Scissors
Pink yarn or thread for cheeks
Black yarn or thread for mouth
Darning needle
Filling
Medium size plastic safety eyes

US Abbreviations:

CH  - chain
INC - increase
PM - place marker
MM - move marker to last st
DEC - decrease
SL ST - slip stitch
SC - single crochet
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Head:
Round 1) magic loop of 6 SC, PM (6)
Round 2) INC all SC, MM (12) 
Round 3) *SC, INC* all, MM (18)
Round 4) *2SC, INC* all, MM (24)
Round 5) *3SC, INC* all, MM (30)
~ Close starting ring ~
Round 6-7) SC all, MM (30)
Round 8)  *4SC, INC* all, MM (36)
Round 9-10) SC all, MM (36)  
~ Place eyes between Rounds 8-9, with a 5 SC 
gap between eyes
Round 11-13) SC all, MM (36) 
Round 14) DEC all, MM (18)
Round 15) *DEC, 7SC* all (16)
~ Embroider mouth and cheeks and add more 
details if you'd like ~ 
~ Finish and stuff

Body:
Round 1) chain 2, 6 SC into 1st chain from hook, PM (6)
Round 2) INC all SC, MM (12) 
Round 3) *SC, INC* all, MM (18)
Round 4-6) SC all, MM (18) 
~ Cut yarn and push tail inside. Wait with the stuffing… 

Legs:
~ Make 6 ~
Leave a 3 inch tail (about 7 cm) and make a chain of 10 STS. 
Cut yarn and pull tail out of the last chain worked. 
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Attaching the legs to the body:

We have six legs that are about to 
be joined to the 2nd round of the 
body (see Pink marks)

Pull each leg inside the body 
using the longer tail

Now that the legs are in place 
we need to knot all of the knots 
together so they won't fall off

Pull the body inside out and knot 
the tails together (use 3 tails 
together as one) and push inside

Now we can cut the tails off of the 
leg's chains

Now we can sew the body to the 
head using the tail from the head

When sewing make sure to pick 
up the stiches and sewing under 
them

Also on the 2nd part - pick up the 
stiches and sew under. This will 
make your sewing nice and clean

Stuff the body. Use a darning 
needle and thread the head's tail
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And you're done!
Make your Jellyfish into a keychain - Just add the chain. Make a 
couple of Jellyfish in different colors to make a baby mobile or 

place a rattle inside the head to make a baby rattle. 
Don't forget to share your creations with me 

on Instagram by tagging @ms.toosh  


